WORLDWIDE ACCESSIBILITY SERVICES
REMOTE/ON-SITE CART | ASL | MEANING FOR MEANING

WHO WE ARE
KARASCH is a family owned and operated, GSA-Certified, WBENC-Certified, Woman
Owned Business.
We provide affordable accommodations for the Deaf, Hard-Of-Hearing and Blind
Communities in all industries and settings around the world.
Our accessibility clientele includes multinational corporations, world-renowned
universities, government agencies, event organizers and school districts.
Our mission is to provide an inclusive, personalized and customized service to every
KARASCH client, despite their unique and varying needs.
To be successful in our mission we’ve created, and perfected, processes during
our 40 years in business to guarantee consistent results.

CALL OR EMAIL NOW
FOR A SOLUTION OR QUOTE

800.621.5689
connect@karasch.com
Or live chat at Karasch.com
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Accessibility for ALL!

THE KARASCH GUARANTEE
• Prompt and creative solutions to your unique accessibility needs
• Certified and experienced captioners and interpreters
• Capable and responsive technical support
• 100% accurate transcripts and 98% accurate live captions

“

EVERYTHING WENT SMOOTHLY
Karasch moved quickly and efficiently to get services in place. Once services were
set up I didn’t need to worry about a thing. Everything went smoothly.
Communication was excellent, and the student was very satisfied with the services.
Tina Hardy, Illinois Valley Community College

OUR CLIENTS INCLUDE:
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS | EVENT ORGANIZERS | BUSINESS ACCOCIATIONS
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES | INDIVIDUALS | CORPORATIONS | SCHOOL DISTRICTS
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WE ARE PROFESSIONAL LISTENERS!
KARASCH has perfected the following CORE SERVICE OFFERING to meet the needs of
the Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing Communities

CART CAPTIONING
Communication Access Realtime Translation (CART) is the process of turning the spoken word into
captioned text… live! We provide real-time captioning for lectures, presentations, conferences, events
and meetings in almost any format and setting. Our expert captioners transcribe the spoken word into
text displayed on a screen with 98% accuracy, all within 2-4 seconds. KARASCH provides both on-site
and remote captioning - either by placing the CART technician in the location of the transcribed event
or connecting them over the internet.

MEANING FOR MEANING CAPTIONING
Our certified and dedicated captioners deliver real-time written text summaries of speech to individual
participants, clarifying the message and allowing fast-paced accessibility and interaction. This service
is most often used in educational and professional settings such as lectures, meetings and appointments
where verbatim captioning could obscure the meaning. Meaning for meaning is provided to participants
in accessible formats.

AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE OR “ASL”
American Sign Language is a language that serves as the predominant sign language of Deaf
Communities in the United States and most of Anglophone Canada. ASL can be provided on-site
or remotely in a classroom, business meeting or at events.
Our certified and dedicated captioners deliver real-time written text summaries of speech to individual
participants, clarifying the message and allowing fast-paced accessibility and interaction. This service is most
often used in educational and professional settings such as lectures, meetings and appointments where
verbatim captioning could obscure the meaning.

NOTE-TAKING
Note-taking is the process of taking verbatim or summarized notes from lectures or meetings and presenting
them in a readable format. When it comes to note-taking, there are myriad formats, levels of accuracy and
turn-around times available, depending on individual needs. KARASCH provides three tiers of note-taking
services for your meetings, lectures, classes, presentations or conferences.

DEAF, HARD-OF-HEARING OR BLIND?
Our in-house staff will guide your way
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TRANSCRIPTION
KARASCH creates 100% accurate transcripts from pre-recorded audio or video files. Our transcriptions are
verbatim, executed by experts in our field, and always delivered on-time. The result is a precise and accurate
record of any meeting, conference, lecture or event.

AUDIO DESCRIPTION
To make any content accessible to visually impaired participants, KARASCH provides real-time audio
description of any non-verbal elements, actions and events taking place. This service is a useful and
important accommodation in theatrical settings, during live-streamed events such as lectures, presentations
or shows, as well as during meetings and lectures. Actions and events taking place in a live meeting,
stream, presentation or lecture are described verbally over the user’s audio platform of choice.

BROADCAST CAPTIONING
Broadcast captioning requires a specialized type of software and exceptionally skilled captioners. KARASCH
most often uses broadcast captioners for TV programs as well as live, large-scale, public events. Or, simply,
if a client specifically requests it. KARASCH has provided thousands of hours of captioning shown on
Broadcast & Cable TV and during high-publicity events.

INTERNET CAPTIONING & LIVE STREAMING
Our captioners are experts in live online captioning providing text transcription to any streamed event
or video on the internet. We are ready to seamlessly integrate our captions into YouTube, Zoom, Facebook
or any other platform or channel of your choosing, making your stream or online meeting instantly accessible.

BRAILLE CART
Captioning can be provided also for deaf and blind participants of any event, meeting or lecture. In order
to provide Braille CART, our certified CART captioners connect their output to Braille readers of individual
participants, allowing them to interact with the conversation in real time.

“

MY EXPERIENCE WITH KARASCH THIS FALL WAS WONDERFUL
My experience with Karasch this fall was wonderful, as always. Brittany and Kayla
are always quick to respond to questions and have helped me out on more than
one occasion when I either forgot or failed to reserve captioning services
and contacted them in a panic.
Lori Glickman, NTI Rutgers
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THE KARASCH PROCESS
YOUR SESSION
Your session is set-up and monitored by KARASCH’S Accessibility Team. Your designated
Accessibility Consultant is available to answer questions, secure additional technical
support if needed and ensure the quality of your service meets your specific needs.

IN-HOUSE TECHNICAL TEAM
Our US-Based in-house Technical Team monitors sessions to avoid any glitches or
complications that could arise. Our robust array of technological solutions, on-line
platforms and 24/7 inhouse tech support are available to our clients around the world.

KARASCH SERVICE PROVIDER
Your KARASCH Provider is fully trained & certified, without exception. They undergo a
rigorous vetting process and complete in-house training before they serve you, our client.

SESSION BACK-UP
Your session is backed-up on our U.S.-based servers to ensure safety and accuracy.
We are proud to provide a superior customer experience using U.S.-based staff, service
providers and tech solutions, and apply the highest ethical and procedural standards.
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REMOTE SERVICES ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD
We provide remote service anywhere in the world where a stable internet connection
is available. For multiple people at multiple locations at any time, remote service reduces
or eliminates travel costs, while aligning with KARASCH’s Green Initiative.

LIMITED BUDGET?

We have an affordable accommodation for you!
Compare our quality, experience and pricing.

TRY KARASCH TODAY!

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS • 1646 West Chester Pike, Suite 4, West Chester, PA 19382
1.800.621.5689 • CONNECT@KARASCH.COM • KARASCH.COM

